
The
NiceThird
Generationtion

Nice cares for the environment.
Using natural paper it avoids excessive
use of raw materials and forest exploitation.
Waste is reduced, energy is saved
and climate quality is improved.

New opportunities 
for integrated home management

Nice presents the very latest new 

product features: a wide range of 

technological and intelligent solutions, to 

achieve integrability of systems

and designed to reduce energy consumption.

Simple and fast programming,

easy installation and versatile options

when upgrading automation systems

in the case of restoration work or in

new buildings, for perfect light control.

> Technology for the installer

> Comfort for the user

> Simplicity for everyone.

Nice NRC (Nice Radio Connection)

and solar power: freedom travels via radio.

The Nice Radio Connection is a comprehensive 

system: from remote or wall mounted controls, 

to weather sensors, to motors.

Nice experience has allowed to develop 

trustworthy products, with sophisticated 

and innovative functions that have 

no equal throughout the world.

Click...

Nice will take care of it! 

Nice is the simplest system to create 

a coordinated automation system in any type 

of home, offi ce, hotel and public building.

Choosing Nice means guaranteeing 

the utmost performance, the latest 

and most advanced technology

and the most practical 

and innovative design.

Nice revolutionises the world 
of automation systems!

Nice can offer a comprehensive automation

system that enables management - with a single transmitter 

and a simple click of a button - of the entire vast range 

of Nice automations for awnings, shutters, gates, 

garage doors, and road barriers, as well as enabling control

of alarm systems, irrigation and lighting systems.

The Nice systems enhance 

the real value of your home, 

guaranteeing more comfort and safety 

in your day-to-day movements.
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As well as offering the best ambient comfort 

at all times, the NiceWay Sensor is also 

ideal for increasing the thermal effi ciency

of the house, reducing the effects of sunlight 

in hot climates and taking maximum advantage 

of it in cold climates so as to assure

energy savings and environment-friendliness.

Via radio sun, temperature and internal 

luminosity sensor.

Opens and closes automated solar

screens to control the level of ambient lighting. 

Comfort + Environmental friendliness

= Savings 

The 128x49 px graphic display with intuitive

icon menu and 5 selectable languages

makes the NiceWay Sensor extremely

simple to program and use by displaying

the measured and set values.

Tubular motor for rolling shutters Plus The benefi ts for shutters

> To-Max Pro > For-Max Pro

Tubular motor ideal for shutters,

including smaller versions, with safety 

stops and anti-intrusion springs.

Electronic limit switches and

encoder-controlled movement.

Size M Ø 45 mm.

Tubular motor ideal for shutters,

including smaller versions,

with safety stops and anti-intrusion springs.

Built-in control unit and receiver.

Electronic limit switches and

encoder-controlled movement.

Size M Ø 45 mm.

Control systems Programming

> NiceWay Sensor > O-View TT

The O-View TT hand-held 

programmer is designed to make 

the installer’s life easier. 

Thanks to its simple, 

intuitive graphic interface, 

it guides the user step by step 

through the programming

of every single installation 

parameter. 

For real professionals!

The O-View TT hand-held programmer

represents the state-of-the-art

in the programming of rolling shutter

and sun awning automation systems.

Automatically recognising the control unit

and thus the automation system to which

it is connected, it displays its typical parameters, cutting 

out the device identifi cation procedure for the maximum 

speed and convenience.

New hand-held programmer with display for For-Max, 

Neoplus and Neomat motors and Mindy TT0, TT3, TT4 and 

TT5 control units with TTBus technology.

New tubular motors, fully automatic 

with state-of-the-art electronics: 

automatically fl awless movement!
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Plug-and-Play installation, 

with automatic, continuous memorisation 

of limit switch position, with no need for 

programming: provides absolutely simple 

installation and servicing, especially in 

the workshop. Just 3 wires for foolproof 

connection.

Quiet operation and long working life: 

thanks to the encoder system, the limit 

switches are automatically adapted with no 

forcing on the springs or against the stops, 

guaranteeing a long shutter lifetime 

and no clatter.

Exclusive Nice Smart-Memo function: 

recognises any Nice transmitter as “testing 

transmitter” during installation, with no need 

to perform the memorisation procedure; to 

clear the memory, just disconnect 

the gearmotor. 

Allows “hold-to-run” operating modes and 

use of the automatic limit switch position 

search, permitting control even during 

installation. 

Maximum precision

Encoder technology guarantees millimetric

precision, reliability and maintenance

of set values over time.

Perfect movement even 

in the presence of minor fi ction

Max motors improve their performance over time, 

in proportion to the number of manoeuvres

performed.

Exclusive intelligent obstacle 

detection technology

More safety for everyone!

The intelligent motor protects itself,

the shutter and any other objects

left inadvertently on the windowsill

or edge of the window.

Smart 
Memo

Plug'n 
Play

New sensor, via radio to control

ambient lighting and temperature:

the utmost comfort, automatically.
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